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We show that the recently found AdS-plane and AdS-spherical wave solutions of quadratic curva-
ture gravity also solve the most general higher derivative theory in D-dimensions. More generally,
we show that the field equations of such theories reduce to an equation linear in the Ricci tensor for
Kerr-Schild spacetimes having type-N Weyl and traceless Ricci tensors.
PACS numbers:
There is a vast literature on the exact solutions of four-
dimensional Einstein’s gravity. But, as more powers of
curvature are added, or computed in a microscopic theory
such as string theory, to get a better UV behaved theory,
the field equations become highly nontrivial and so solu-
tions are not easy to find. In fact, only a few classes of
solutions are known: For example, see [1–4] for solutions
in low energy string theory. AdS5 × S5, which played a
major role in AdS/CFT, is also expected to be an exact
solution of string theory [5]. In this work, we present new
asymptotically AdS solutions, which are AdS-plane and
AdS-spherical waves, to D-dimensional generic gravity
theories based on the Riemann tensor and its arbitrary
number of covariant derivatives which are in some sense
natural geometric extensions of Einstein’s gravity. Cer-
tain low energy string theory actions constitute a sub-
class of this theory once all the non-gravitational fields
are turned off [6]. Asymptotically AdS solutions in higher
derivative theories are relevant in the context of generic
gravity/gauge theory dualities and holography. Here, we
shall provide such solutions.
Using a theorem given in [4], we first prove that any
spacetime with type-N Weyl and traceless Ricci tensors,
where the metric is the Kerr-Schild form, the field equa-
tions of the most general higher derivative theory reduce
to a linear equation for the traceless Ricci tensor. These
spacetimes have constant scalar invariants. Furthermore,
using the the type-N property of the traceless Ricci ten-
sor in these field equations, we obtain a linear partial
differential equation for the metric function V of order
2N in the AdS background, where N is related to the
number of covariant derivatives in the action of the the-
ory. This result implies that the AdS-wave metrics are
universal in the sense defined in [4].
As a special case, the field equations of the theory
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which depends on the contractions of the Riemann ten-
sor but not on its derivatives, f
(
Rµνρσ
)
theory, arealso
highly cumbersome, but using our general result for type-
N spacetimes under certain assumptions they reduce to
those of the quadratic gravity. Then, taking the met-
ric to be in the Kundt subclass of type-N spacetimes we
show that AdS-plane wave [7, 8] and AdS-spherical wave
[9] solutions of the quadratic gravity theory are also the
solutions of the f
(
Rµνρσ
)
theory. Log terms arising in
the solutions of the quadratic gravity exist also in some
f
(
Rµνρσ
)
theories corresponding to the generalizations of
critical gravity [10, 11]. As an application of our result,
we show that any type-N Einstein space
(
Rµν =
R
D
gµν
)
solve the field equations of the Lanczos-Lovelock the-
ory. In addition, for a special choice of the parameters,
any spacetime metric having type-N Weyl and traceless
Ricci tensors with constant Ricci scalar solve the specific
Lanczos-Lovelock theory.
To find exact asymptotically AdS solutions of a generic
higher derivative theory, we shall make use of general re-
sults of [12–16] which utilize the boost weight formalism.
Type-N Weyl and Traceless Ricci tensors The Weyl
tensor of type-N spacetimes have been studied in detail
in [12–15]. Let ℓ, n and m(i), (i = 2, · · ·D− 1) be a null
tetrad frame with
ℓα ℓ
α = nα nα = ℓ
αm(i)α = n
αm(i)α = 0,
ℓα nα = 1, m
(i)αm(j)α = δij , (1)
where α, β, · · · = 0, 1, 2, · · ·D−1 and i, j = 2, 3, · · ·D−1.
Then spacetime metric takes the form
gµν = ℓµ nν + ℓν nµ + δij m
(i)
µ m
(j)
ν . (2)
The Weyl tensor of type-N spacetimes, expressed in the
above frame, where ℓ is the Weyl aligned null direction
takes the form
Cαβγδ = 4Ω
′
ij ℓ{αm
(i)
β ℓγ m
(j)
δ} . (3)
which transforms under scale transformations with boost
weight -2.
2Type-N property alone is not sufficient to reduce the
field equations of higher derivative gravity theories to a
solvable form, we make a further assumption that the
spacetime is radiating and the Ricci scalar is constant.
For radiating type-N spacetimes, the Ricci tensor has the
form
Rµν = ρℓµ ℓν +
R
D
gµν , (4)
where ρ is a scalar function and R is the Ricci scalar.
Taking R to be a constant and using the Bianchi identity,
one obtains
∇µ (ρ ℓµ ℓν) = 0. (5)
Notice that the traceless part
Sµν = Rµν − R
D
gµν = ρ ℓµℓν (6)
of the Ricci tensor is of type-N. Following [4], and para-
phrasing the statement given in this work we have the
following result:
Theorem: Consider a Kundt spacetime for which the
traceless Ricci and the Weyl tensors be of type-N (4),
and all scalar invariants be constant. Then, any second
rank symmetric tensor constructed by the Riemann ten-
sor and its covariant derivatives is a linear combination
of gµν , Sµν , and higher orders of Sµν(such as, for exam-
ple, n Sµν).
The proof of the above statement depends heavily on
the boost-weight formalism [4],[19], [18]. In particular, a
Kundt spacetime of Ricci and Weyl type N needs to be
degenerate Kundt, which further implies, using the same
arguments as in [4], that the traceless part of any second
rank symmetric tensor must also be of type N. Using the
appendix of [4], and the proof of theorem 2.7 in [18], one
can now see that the theorem follows.
An immediate consequence of above theorem is as fol-
lows:
For the Kundt type of Kerr-Schild metrics where Sµν =
ρ ℓµℓν , we get 
n Sµν = ℓµ ℓνOn ρ for all n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
(we shall give the definition of the operator O shortly),
then the higher orders of Sµν vanish identically. This nice
property of this Kerr-Schild metrics leads to the following
more general result. The field equations corresponding to
the most general action;
I =
ˆ
dD x
√−g f(gαβ, Rµ νγσ,∇ρRµ νγσ,
. . . , (∇ρ1∇ρ2 . . .∇ρM )Rµ νγσ, . . . ) , (7)
are of the form
Eµν = egµν +
N∑
n=0
an
n Sµν = 0, (8)
where e and an’s are all constants depending on the form
of the action. Hence we reduced the field equations of the
most general higher derivative theories to a form linear
in the Ricci tensor. Furthermore, the trace part of (8) is
e = 0, (9)
which gives the relation between the cosmological con-
stant and the parameters of the theory, and the traceless
part is
N∑
n=0
an
n (ρℓµℓν) = 0. (10)
This is still hard to solve: despite its appearance it is a
nonlinear equation. But, we know at least two solutions
which are the AdS-plane [7, 8] and the AdS-spherical
waves [9]. These waves are of the Kerr-Schild form,
gµν = g¯µν + 2V ℓµ ℓν , which belong to the Kundt class
of type-N spacetimes [19, 20]. Here, g¯µν is the AdS back-
ground metric and the function V satisfies ℓµ ∂µV = 0.
For these metrics, ρ has the form
ρ ≡ OV =
[
¯+ 2ξµ∂
µ +
1
2
ξµξ
µ − 2k2 (D − 2)
]
V, (11)
where ¯ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator of the AdS
background and ξµ arises in ∇µℓν = ℓ(µξν). Because of
(11), Eqn. (10) reduces to
N∑
n=0
anOn+1V = 0. (12)
For N > 1, this equation can be factorized as
N∏
n=0
(O + bn) O V = 0, (13)
where some bn’s are real and some are complex con-
stants in general (complex bn’s come in complex conju-
gate pairs). Then, the most general solution is
V = ℜ
(
N∑
i=0
Vi
)
,
where ℜ represents the real part and Vi’s solve
(O + bi)Vi = 0, i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N . Solutions of such
linear partial differential equations are given in [7] and
[9] in the of AdS background. As a conclusion we can
say that the AdS- wave metrics found recently [7] and
[9] solve the field equations of the most general higher
derivative theories. To give explicit exact solutions we
have to know the constants bi, i = 0, 1, 2, · · · in terms of
the theory parameters. For this purpose we shall consider
below some special cases.
3Type-N Spacetimes in Quadratic Gravity – For type-
N Weyl and type-N traceless Ricci tensor and (5) the
field equations of quadratic gravity [17]
1
κ
(
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR+ Λ0gµν
)
+2αR
(
Rµν − 1
4
gµνR
)
+ (2α+ β) (gµν−∇µ∇ν)R
+β
(
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR
)
+ 2β
(
Rµσνρ − 1
4
gµνRσρ
)
Rσρ
+2γ
[
RRµν − 2RµσνρRσρ +RµσρτR σρτν − 2RµσR σν
−1
4
gµν
(
R2τλσρ − 4R2σρ +R2
)]
= 0,
(14)
reduce to the following simplified equations [14, 15],
(β+ c) (ρℓµℓν) = 0, (15)
and a trace equation that gives a relation between the
constant R and the parameters of the theory. Here, c is
given as [17]
c ≡ 1
κ
+ 2Rα+
2 (D − 2)
D (D − 1)Rβ +
2 (D − 3) (D − 4)
D (D − 1) Rγ.
(16)
Exact solutions, the AdS-wave metrics, of this have been
reported recently [7, 8] and [9].
f
(
Rµνρσ
)
theory– A case which is more general then the
quadratic gravity is the f (Riemann) theory where the
action is given by
I =
ˆ
dD x
√−g f (Rµνρσ) , (17)
For this case N = 1 and hence (10) reduces to
(a+ b)(ρℓµℓν) = 0, (18)
where a and b are constants. For AdS-wave metrics in
the Kerr-Schild form, gµν = g¯µν+2V ℓµ ℓν , the field equa-
tions reduce to a fourth order linear partial differential
equation with constant coefficients of the form(
¯− 2R
D (D − 1) −M
2
)(
¯− 2R
D (D − 1)
)
(V ℓµℓν) = 0,
(19)
where ¯ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator of the AdS
background and
M2 = − b
a
− 2R
D (D − 1) , (20)
which corresponds to the mass of the spin-2 excitation
in the linearized version of f(Riemann) theory about
AdS [21]. For AdS-plane wave, g¯µν = − RD(D−1)z2 ηµν
where z > 0 is one of the spatial coordinates, then
ℓµ = (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0), ξµ =
2
z
δzµ and the most general solu-
tion of (19) was given in [7]. In this case ℓµ is proportional
to the null Killing vector ζµ, i.e., ζµ =
1
z
ℓµ. For AdS-
spherical wave, ℓµ =
(
1, x
i
r
)
, ξµ = − 1r ℓµ+ 2r δt µ+ 2z δz µ
where r2 =
∑D−1
i=1
(
xi
)2
and xD−1 = z, and the most
general solution of (19) was given in [9]. In this case
there exists no null Killing vector fields. For M2 6= 0, V
decays sufficiently fast for both AdS-wave solutions and
they are asymptotically AdS. When M2 = 0, there are
logarithmic solutions which spoil the asymptotically AdS
structure in both cases. Let us give two concrete f
(
Rµνρσ
)
theories as examples.
Cubic gravity generated by string theory– In [6], the
bosonic string has the following effective Lagrangian den-
sity at O
[
(α′)
2
]
feff =R+
α′
4
(
R
µν
αβR
αβ
µν − 4RµνRνµ +R2
)
(21)
+
(α′)
2
24
(
−2RµανβR λ γµ ν Rαγβλ +RµναβRγλµνRαβγλ
)
,
where α′ is the usual inverse string tension. Using the
results of [22], the field equations of (21) for the AdS-
plane and AdS-spherical wave metrics reduce to (19) with
a and M2 given as
a =
7α′2R
4D (D − 1) , (22)
M2 =− 4D (D − 1)
7α′2R
− 2 (D − 3) (D − 4)
7α′
+
9D − 29
7D (D − 1)R. (23)
Therefore, the solutions quoted above are the solutions
of (21) with this M2.
Lanczos-Lovelock theory– Another special case of the
f(Riemann) theory is the Lanczos-Lovelock theory given
with the Lagrangian density
fL-L =
[D
2
]∑
n=0
anδ
µ1...µ2n
ν1...ν2n
n∏
p=1
Rν2p−1ν2pµ2p−1µ2p , (24)
where an’s are dimensionful constants,
[
D
2
]
corresponds
to the integer part of D2 and δ
µ1...µ2n
ν1...ν2n
is the generalized
Kronecker delta. In this case, since the constant a in (18)
vanishes identically, the field equations reduce to
bρ = 0, (25)
where b is calculated in [23] as
b = 2 (D − 3)!
[D
2
]∑
n=0
an
n (D − 2n)
(D − 2n)!
[
4Λ
(D − 1) (D − 2)
]n−1
.
(26)
4Equation (25) gives two subclasses. First class corre-
sponds to ρ = 0 and the solution is type-N Einstein
space. The second class corresponds to b = 0 which
gives a relation between the parameters of the theory. In
this subclass, any type-N radiating metric with constant
Ricci scalar is an exact solution of the theory. AdS-wave
metrics are exact solutions of the Lancsoz-Lovelock the-
ory. We note that the Lanczos-Lovelock theory is free of
logarithmic solutions.
Conclusion– Type-N radiating spacetimes simplify
the field equations of higher derivative theories. This sim-
plification rests on the result: the second rank symmetric
tensors constructed by contractions of type-N Weyl, and
traceless Ricci tensors and their covariant derivatives re-
duce to a simpler form in general. To find explicit so-
lutions, we showed that one has to consider a subclass
that is the Kundt spacetime. Hence, Kerr-Schild metrics
reported recently as the solutions of the quadratic grav-
ity, the AdS-plane [7] and AdS-spherical wave metrics [9],
which belong to the Kundt subclass of type-N spacetimes
solve the field equations of any higher curvature gravity
theory exactly. We gave a cubic theory coming from the
string theory and the Lanczos-Lovelock theory as explicit
examples.
A more detailed version of this work will be communi-
cated elsewhere.
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